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homo ludens a study of the play element in culture - in homo ludens johan huizinga defines play as the central activity in
flourishing societies he identifies five characteristics of play it is free it is not ordinary or real life it is distinct from ordinary life
both as to locality and duration it creates order it is connected with no material interest, homo ludens a study of the play
element in culture by - in homo ludens johan huizinga makes a strong argument for play being a foundational element of
culture denying the idea of play as only serving a biological purpose the author posits that play is a phenomenon worth
studying in and of itself and further claims it as the core ingredient in the development of civilization, homo ludens yale
school of art - homo ludens of play as a fu nction are generally taken fo r granted and fo rm the starting point of all such
scientific researches the numerous attempts to define the biological fu nction of play show a striking variation, homo ludens
picture perfect playgrounds inc - homo ludens a study of the play element in culture was written in 1938 by johan
huizinga a dutch historian who lived from 1872 to 1945 his book suggested the instinct for play as the central element in
human culture and examined the role of play in law war science poetry philosophy and art, homo ludens a study of the
play element in culture by - homo ludens a study of the play element in culture by johan huizinga discusses the cultural
phenomenon of the human play instincts and play acting in modern western society
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